Q ince the quota decision came down
U last November. Graham Bryer and
his company, David Barry Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, have been living day to day.
Primarily a supplier to women's shoe
manufacturers, the company's sales
increased by 20 per cent last year. And
Bryer says that in recent years, domestic
manufacturers had come to rely more on
Canadian suppliers.
"Things have been very good," says
Bryer. "But at this point, wejust can't say
what 1986 will be like. If the shoe
manufacturers aren't busy, we're dead."
But the game isn't over yet. According
to Bryer, the immediate effect of the
quotas depends almost entirely on the
retailersand on their ability to reorganize
their buying in a non-quota situation.
"Manufacturers who want to survive
will have to be more competitive, less
complacent and will react to the market
more quickly," says Bryer. "We are
getting a positive feeling from a number
of manufacturers who are very aggressive
and are attacking the problem with
vigour.
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fught up there with erpansion into
foreign markets is a secondgoal: to watch
closely for new profit-making opportunities as the market changes.
Even more important to Bowey is
taking care of the domestic market- "We
would never abandon our baseto so after
the fringe." he said.
"We're known as innovators in the
boot market and we have become a maior
boot supplier." he said. He ranked ihe
firm "among the top 10" boot producers
in Canada. But when he was asked to
name the firms with bigger boot production, he was only able to name three.
But his competition is not only the
Canadian manufacturer. "We want to
compete with Italy," he said. "We've set
our goals high: to bring out boots for
people who've set aside money for Italian
boots."

One new problem that footwear manufacturers face is looking for new sources
of supply.
B o $ e v h a s s t r o n gp r a r s et o r t h e m a n agementteamthat hasdevelopedSantana
sinceit took over "without a dime in our
pockets" in 1979. It includes vicepresidentDavid Monty. operationsmanager Peter Sauer, marketing coordinator George Faulks, controller fuchard
Carrier. Bernard Gautier and Jacques
Marier.
"We're young - in our early 30s - so
we love testing new ground. We love it
when the retailers eyeslight up and when
our salesmenyell 'wow'."
Although he prefers the calculated risk
of being a product innovator, Bowey said
the firm will watch for profit opportunities as the marlet shifts.
"If we have to swing, we're ready for a
major strategy shift," he said.
Santanawas acquired about l6 months
ago by Warrington Products Inc., which
also operates Greb and Pony footwear
divisions.
"It was a great move for us," said
Bowey. "There have been no changes in
the way Santanais run but it's given us the
technological strength of Warrington to
show us what can be done and their
knowledge of brand-building."
And most important, "lt puts us in a
pivotal position to watch for new
opportunities."

"lt'll be three to five yearsbefore we see
the more long term effects of the quota
decision."
In anticipation of the quota policy,
David Barry's product line was increasingly diversified and the Quebec market
was actively solicited in early 1985.And
David Barry has been working with an
engineer for two years, developing more
efficient machines and manufacturins
methods.
The companyproducesprimarilv strip-
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:s. It began making fashionable shoe
orn- -entslike buckles,bows and buttons
as part . its diversification process.
"We're not overly concerned," says
Bryer. "We expected this decision and
were ready for it."
In 1984 and 1985, approximately
$150,000 was spent to upgrade and
purchase new equipment and another
$100,000 has been allocated for that
purpose this year.
"Because we can't buy many of the
machines we need, we develop them
ourselves to keep competitive," says
Bryer. "You have to be innovative to
survive."
Now employing about 40 people,
increased mechanization would result in
fewerjobs, but Bryer sayshe would rather
the company stay solvent, even if factory
employees were reduced to five.
David Barry has been manufacturing
for about 35 years and Bryer says no
matter how well you make a'product,
there is always a better way to do it.
The company is marketing shoe bows
by involving itself directly with the
consumer by direct mail and using trade
advertising to reach the retailer.
The program begins in Kinney's 320
stores where the bows retail for $3.99 a
pair.
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To protect itself further, the company
will be more cautious regarding credit,
monitoring certain accounts closely. As to
whether Bryer's new policy will be
accused of hastening the demise of
marginal manufacturers, he says it's
unlikely.
Since his products don't represent a
major portion of the shoe, "I think it is
unlikely this policy will damage them,"
says Bryer.
The company suppliesnumerous products and serviceson a custom order basis,
for example, colour matching vinyls to
supplied samples for French cord bindings. It is the only Canadian company to
supply woven yard goods.
Fewjobs are too small for David Barry,
which handles short nrns as willingly as
long runs. As a supplier of many fashion
items, the company is subject to rapidly
changing demands from manufacturers.
"You must be flexible - if you turn
down the small business,you don't get the
big business,"says Bryer. "We're used to
gearing up for new products quickly."
Decisions can be made rapidly, since
the company lacks a board of directors.
When it was decided covered buckles
would make a comeback. it was discussed
and over $40,000 was spent on the
appropriate equipment. It paid off.
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the next big thing
The fashion end of the industn is
cyclical. But because manufacturers have
increased the number of lines and
expanded their range within those lines,
the cycles don't present problems.
Over the years Bryer has become
acquainted with the owner of the largest
stripping and binding house in central
Europe. The Dutch manufacturer uses
only five people in his factory, which in
North America would be run with 40
employees.according to Bryer.
Years ago, Holland produced 50 million pairs of shoesannually, but as quotas
came off, this dropped to l5 million pairs
or less. This Dutch company survived
through exports.
However, Bryer is not ready to go the
export route, choosing instead to expand
domestically.
"I just don't believeyou can say,'OK let's export'and go and do it," he says.
"Exporting successfully requires an
incredible amount of expertise.You have
to really know your potential markets and
the products they require."
"lf we can make it. we will." saysBryer.
"We're doing everything in our power to
survive.It's up to me to apply my people's
intelligence and experienceeffectively in
a fashion that will get us over this quota
problem once and for all."
(See Strategy,pg. 55)
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